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Document types

- Results
- Preprints
- Contributions from conferences
- Journal articles
- Books
- Ebooks, chapters
- Textbooks
- Publications and reports
- Other articles - chapters
- Research reports
- Dissertations
Results, Preprints
Contributions from conferences

Results
- patent databases

Preprints = manuscripts that have not been peer-reviewed and has not yet been published in a peer-reviewed scientific journal.
- arXiv.org

Contributions from conferences
- Proceedings
- arXiv.org
- Reference databases like Inspec
- Citation databases like Web of Science
Journal articles

- LUBsearch - fulltext
- Reference databases like Inspec and Compendex
- Citations databases like Web of Science and Scopus
- Google Scholar

Who is citing who or you?
Impact on future research?
What primary sources are being used

LULinker means that you should be able to find the article in LUBsearch

Interlibrary loans when you have found an article that we don't have at Lund University Libraries
Other kinds of articles and chapters

**Dictionaries**
- Dictionary of Physics
- Ebook collections like Oxford Reference Online

**Encyclopedias**
- Encyclopaedia Britannica

**Handbooks**
- CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics
- Ebook collections like Oxford Handbooks Online
Inspec and Compendex

Reference Databases

- Title
- Author
- Source
- Abstract
- Subject
- ISSN

Link to full text or go to the library catalogue
Books  Ebooks - chapters  Textbooks

Books
Textbooks

catalogues like
- LOVISA (LU)
- Libris (national)

search engine like
- LUBsearch

Ebooks - search for chapters

find ebooks in
- LUBsearch
- CRCnetBASE (tab ebooks in the subject guide)
- LOVISA
catalogues like

- LOVISA (LU)
- Libris (national)

search engine like

- LUBsearch
Research reports, Dissertations, other publications...

Research reports from LU
LUP- Lund University Publications
LUBsearch
Reference databases
Citation databases

Dissertations
LUP
SwePub
ProQuest Dissertations & Theses A&I
LOVISA/Libris

other publications
publications lists on organization's websites like
• AIP
• Fermilab ...
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